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BACKGROUND

introduction
It has been said that living Jewishly means dying Jewishly, as well. [1] The goal of this lesson is
to open the conversation about Jewish thought, practice and rituals around dying and death. This
module encompasses a vast range of uniquely human experiences.

The death of a loved one is perhaps the most commonly occurring event on earth, yet as individuals
most of us encounter death as a handful of singular experiences.  Jewish ritual and tradition 
provide a safety net for us as we navigate this intensely personal journey, for both the dying person
and for those who care for, support, and ultimately mourn. There is some comfort to be found in
the traditions which guide us, and which encourage us to acknowledge, mourn and situate our
loss in the fabric of all those who have come before us.

Tradition provides us with a framework within which our personal responses will be guided by
our own values, given the many factors at play in any situation.  Every death is the same, yet 
infinitely different. 

The Jewish values with which we live are also exemplified at the end of life:
Equality of all persons, an emphasis on simplicity and a lack of ostentatiousness, a realistic and
practical approach, respect for the body which housed the soul, community support, and (for most)
belief in God.

Jewish rituals surrounding dying, death, and mourning are among the most familiar and the most
enduring across time and culture. Nonetheless, there are many variations and differences between
communities. These rituals and customs are based in the practices and rituals of the past, harkening
back to biblical sources, and run as a thread through all of Jewish history and literature. The 
understandings and approach through time and across locations has evolved, specific practices
have differed, but the core values have remained.

i
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text 1
As we are told in the Talmud: 

תנן התם רבי אליעזר אומר שוב יום אחד לפני מיתתך שאלו תלמידיו את ר״א וכי אדם יודע
איזהו יום ימות אמר להן

 ימות למחר ונמצה כל ימיו בתשובה ואף שלמה אמר בחכמתו
(קהילת ט, ח) בכל עת יהיו

We learned there in a mishna that Rabbi Eliezer says: Repent one day before your death. Rabbi
Eliezer’s students asked him: But does a person know the day on which he will die? He said to
them: All the more so this is a good piece of advice, and one should repent today lest he die tomorrow;
and by following this advice one will spend his entire life in a state of repentance. King Solomon
also said in his wisdom: “At all times your clothes should be white, and oil shall not be absent
from upon your head” (Ecclesiastes 9:8), meaning that a person always needs to be prepared.
BT Shabbat 153a [Sefaria.org]

text 2
As Reb Simhah Bunim of Przysucha lay dying, he heard his wife weeping. He said to her: “Why
do you cry? Have not all the days of my life only been so that I might teach myself how to die?”
Ramatayim Tzofim 1:104, Commentary on Tana Devei Eliyahu [as quoted by Rabbi Jonathan Slater in “Leaving the

World” in Walking with Life, Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies, Pg 102, 2009]

conversation text 1 and 2 
Death can be a wonderful teacher for those who can see it in the proper light. When we only 
contemplate it in pain, at the time of our loss, we cannot see it clearly. When we allow fear or 
denial to cloud or prevent our contemplation of it, we are poorer for it. 
• For whom is Rabbi Eliezer’s advice intended ?    
• How might we incorporate this advice into our own lives? 
• How does what Solomon said in Ecclesiastes connect with and apply to what Rabbi Eliezer said?
• What do we learn from the saying of Rabbi Simhah Bunim?  What can we deduce about his
feelings, thoughts, and beliefs?  What of his wife?

?

t

t

וכל שכן ישוב היום שמא

בגדיך לבנים ושמן על ראשך אל יחסר
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THE DYING (HA GOSES)

introduction
Judaism distinguishes between a person who is ill (HaCholeh) from one who is in their final days
(HaGoses). A sick person is generally expected to recover and return to a ‘normal’ life for them.
This might be a person with a relatively mild or inconvenient illness such as a cold, measles, or a
broken arm. It might also include more serious, or more chronic issues, such as allergies, congestive
heart failure, diabetes, or melanoma. All the same, the expectation is that these persons will 
recover from this episode and continue to live. 

A Goses, on the other hand, is an individual whose prognosis is terminal. Technically, a Goses is
a person who is expected to die within 72 hours (but historically - and even today - it was not
possible to know precisely when death would occur, so this was a ‘best guess’). Those in the
presence of a Goses were obliged to behave differently than with one who is ill. The focus was
no longer primarily on treatment and cure; instead it would elevate the level of comfort care, and
limit or eliminate treatment. This is in line with today’s palliative care model, often used in hos-
pice. We turn now to some of the considerations surrounding persons in this status in Jewish
thought and practice. 

This section focuses on dying, and the mitzvah of Nichum HaGoses - comfort for the dying.
Jewish tradition has addressed this issue over the centuries, providing not a list of instructions,
but rather a set of tools which can be used as we face the myriad of decisions involved in the care
at end of life.  How do we respond, thoughtfully, to a sequence of events for which we are never
sufficiently prepared?

The Shulchan Aruch “the Code of Jewish Law” (literally, The Long Table), was authored in
Safed by Yosef Karo in 1563. It summarizes and codifies material dated to Semahot (BT Evel
Rabbati), dating from roughly 300 C.E. Together with its commentaries, the Shulchan Aruch is
the most widely accepted compilation of Jewish law today.

i
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t text 3:
One who is dying is like a living person for all his affairs. They do not dye his cheeks, and they
do not anoint him, and they do not wash him, and they do not stuff up his orifices, and they do
not remove the pillow from under him, and they do not place him on sand nor on clay nor on
earth, and they do not place a pot or a trowel or a pitcher of water or a grain of salt on his stomach,
and they do not announce about him to the cities, and they do not hire flautists and lamenters,
and they do not close his eyes, until his soul departs. Anyone who closes with the departure of
the soul, behold this one spills blood. They do not tear over him and they do not remove their
shoes and they do not eulogize over him and they do not bring a coffin into the house with him
until he dies. They do not open about him with [the post-death blessing of] justifying the judgment
until his soul departs. Gloss: Some say that they do not dig a grave, even tough it is not with him
in the house, until after he dies. (Rivash 114) It is forbidden to dig any grave to be open until the
next day, that they not bury him in it on that day, and there is danger in the matter. (Rabbenu
Yeruham in the name of R. Yehudah he-Hassid, ob"n) And so it is forbidden to cause the dead
person to die quickly. Such as one who was dying for a long time and he could not separate, it is for-
bidden to remove the pillow or the mattress from underneath him, because they say that there are
feathers of some birds that cause this, and similarly they should not move him from his place.
Similarly it is forbidden to place the keys of the synagogue under his head, in order that he take
leave. But if there is something there that is causing delay in the departure of the soul, such as if
there is a banging noise next to that house, such as a wood chopper, or there is salt on his tongue,
and these are preventing the departure of the soul, it is permitted to remove it from there, that in
this there is no activity at all, rather he removes the barrier (it is all in the glosses of Alfasi in the
chapter “these shave”).
Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh De’ah 339:1 [Sefaria.org]
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? conversation text 3
• What do these prohibitions/instructions mean in light of modern medicine? 
• Does this text recognize the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual needs of the patient? Of
the family ?
• How might one manage the potential conflict between our emotional responses and the 
traditional approach ?
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t text 4
נר ה‘ נשמת אדם...

The human soul is the lamp of God… 
Proverbs 20:27 [Traditional, adapted by Rabbi Joe Blair from "Rabbi Hoffman's Study Guide" -
https://archive.org/stream/.../Study_Guide_September_2010_djvu.txt]

text 5
ההוא יומא דנח נפשיה דרבי גזרו רבנן תעניתא ובעו רחמי ואמרי כל מאן דאמר נח נפשיה

דר‘ ידקר בחרב

It is related that on the day that Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi died, the Sages decreed a fast and begged
for divine mercy so that he would not die. And they said: Anyone who says that Rabbi Yehuda
HaNasi has died will be stabbed with a sword.

The maidservant of Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi ascended to the roof and said: The upper realms are
requesting the presence of Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi, and the lower realms are requesting the presence
of Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi. May it be the will of God that the lower worlds should impose their
will upon the upper worlds. However, when she saw how many times he would enter the bathroom
and remove his phylacteries, and then exit and put them back on, and how he was suffering with
his intestinal disease, she said: May it be the will of God that the upper worlds should
impose their will upon the lower worlds.

And the Sages, meanwhile, would not be silent, i.e., they would not refrain, from begging for
mercy so that Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi would not die. So she took a jug [kuza] and threw it from
the roof to the ground. Due to the sudden noise, the Sages were momentarily silent and
refrained from begging for mercy, and Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi died. 
BT Ketubbot 104a [Sefaria.org]
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text 6:
“It seems to me that there are times when it is necessary to pray that he die, as for example, if the
sick person suffers greatly, and it is in any case impossible for him to continue living much longer.”
Rabbi Nissim ben Reuben Gerondi [RAN] on BT Nedarim 40a, as quoted in Every Person's Guide to Death and

Dying in the Jewish Tradition, Ronald H. Isaacs; themselves.

text 7:
A sick person should be encouraged to settle his affairs.

...We tell the patient that he should attend to his affairs; if he owes or is owed money, but he
should not take this inquiry as evidence that he is dying and become afraid.
Shulchan Aruch Yoreh Deah 335:7.  [Sefaria.org]

Say to someone who is leaning towards death: confess! Say to him: many have confessed and
they will not die, and many that do not confess, they will die, and in the wage that you confess
you live, and all that have confessed that is his part in the world to come. If one is not able to
confess by his own mouth, he can confess in his heart. If he is not able to know how to confess,
say to/for him: “I say:____.” All these are things which he is unable to say before ordinary 
people, and not before women, and not before children, lest they weep and the sound of their
cries breaks his heart.
Shulchan Aruch Yoreh Deah 338:1-2 [Sefaria.org]

conversation texts 4, 5, 6, & 7:
• How do these texts relate to the core values of Nichum HaGoses?
• How do we best honor the experience of the dying person?
• Is it bad or wrong to pray for someone’s release from suffering?  How is this related to the 
desire for a ‘good death’ or a ‘death with dignity’?
• How do these texts address assisted death/euthanasia?
• How do we view the various effects to society of keeping people alive at all costs?
• Do you see any progression, evolution, or changes of view in the texts as time passes (these
texts are presented chronologically)?

t

t
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text 8:
The Short Version of Vidui
I acknowledge before you, Hashem, My God and God of my fathers, that my recovery or
death is in Your hands. May it be Your will that You heal me completely; but if I die, may my
death be an atonement for all the mistakes, sins, and rebellions I have erred,sinned, and 
rebelled before You. May my portion be in Gan Eden, and may You allow me to be in the
World to Come, which lies in store for the righteous. 
R. Chaim Binyamin Goldberg, “The Short Version of Vidui”, Artscroll Halachah Series, 1991, pg. 442.

text 9:
Vidui (Final Confession) by Laurie Dinerstein-Kurs
[First published in Expired And Inspired, the Kavod v’Nichum Blog] 

“As I have sat with so many people as they were dying, I never felt comfortable listening to
or reading, the traditional, standard Vidui, as it is.

It is so dark, and so filled with gloom, that not one of the patients I have shared the Vidui
with – I believe – felt comforted, felt “atoned for” or even wanted to complete it. At a time
when they need to make peace – with themselves, others, and God, reading such a joyless, 
depressing and wicked review of what may not even describe their life is too burdensome, 
oppressive, and onerous at such a time.

Is there no room to give praise and thanks for the many good things one was blessed and 
allowed to have done in a lifetime?

While undoubtedly we have all sinned to some degree, few people I know identify with being
as horrific as inferred by the Vidui traditional text. If we are to atone for our sins before we
die, we should apologize for, and acknowledge the sins we are aware of, and even of those we
are not aware – and take ownership of OUR sins.

It seems to me that for many people, a more genuine and authentic confession would be a
more honest accounting of one’s own errors. I believe a more realistic, positive, way of doing
it would be appropriate, and would bring comfort and closure.

What follows is my version of a Vidui that I have shared with some patients who requested
it – when we had the chance to speak about prayer, meditation, and the Vidui, long before it
was necessary.”
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VIDUI

HASHEM, as I am soon to come before you at the final closing of my eyes, I long to repent for
any sins, and to apologize for any errors of my ways.

MY CREATOR, I ask that you forgive my trespasses as a first step in allowing me to improve
my soul.

God, I am here before you, as I will shortly leave this life for the next. I pray that you will accept
my sincere atonement of any wrong deeds, thoughts, or words for which I have been responsible.

LORD, while I lie here contemplating my last breaths, I entreat you to forgive my iniquities,
those that I am aware of and for which I repent, and those I am unaware of, and yet regret. I
come before you asking your forgiveness, as the thought of my errors weighs heavily upon me
and gives me no peace.

CREATOR OF ALL LIFE, as I review my life and concede to having made mistakes, I need to
believe in my creator as a forgiving God, as the One who acknowledges that we humans make
mistakes, and will forgive me.

ELOHIM, my head is bowed, my knees are shaking, and I am before you as a lost sheep looking
for my shepherd who gives me security and keeps me on the right path to warrant redemption.

AUTHOR OF LIFE, my spirit is soaring with jubilation as my neshamah (soul) is soon to rejoin
others in Olam Haba (the world that is coming). My spirit and soul will soon no longer be 
contained in this body, but will sense elation as they return to you, my Creator.

ELOHEINU, while my body is weakened, my spirit is strengthened knowing that when I finally
close my eyes here, my neshamah will witness the wonders that are hidden from me here, and
will see the beauty that is there.

HOLY ONE, I am saddened to be going on this journey so soon, as you have created wonderful
works here, but I welcome with an open heart your decisions, though I do not understand them.

t
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AUTHOR OF LIFE, therefore, may all my iniquities, sins, trespasses, and errors be erased as I
am completely prepared to acknowledge all my failures and flaws and apologize for them with
all my heart. For any wrongdoings against others, I ask their forgiveness. For any and all 
transgressions committed against you, I subserviently ask your mercy and compassion.

O MERCIFUL ONE, while it is true others may have had evil thoughts, and spoke with malice,
and acted in ways not according to your will, I hope and pray that I was worthy of your blessings
more often than I was worthy of your wrath. I earnestly believe I tried to do as you would 
proscribe, but confess I also earnestly believe that when I fell short, it was human error for
which I atone at this time.

MAY HASHEM, who created the world and all that is in it, and who also created mankind with
the ability to make choices, I ask in all humility that you accept my words of remorse, regret,
and sorrow for any deeds or words that I may have chosen that did not bring you glory.

BARUCH HASHEM, may it be your will to find my prayer acceptable in your sight. Amen.
– Rabbi Laurie Dinerstein-Kurs  © 2011

conversation texts 8 & 9:
• Do we see God as omnipotent or limited?  
• How do we reconcile the ideas of personal judgment, reward and punishment, and the need to
atone with concepts of God’s abundant forgiveness? 
• Is death God’s judgement or punishment? 
• Can death be viewed as an atonement today?
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RESPONDING AT THE MOMENT OF DEATH (HAMET)

introduction:
The Jewish definition of death is in itself worthy of a full discussion, given the various aspects of
the moment of death - cessation of respiration, cessation of heart function, brain death, brain  
deterioration, etc. (See Rosner, etc. in Suggested Readings to explore this topic.)  

Those who will become mourners (parent, spouse, sibling, child) now enter the status of Aninut;
in a liminal space, in the “valley of the shadow of death,” from the moment of death until the
burial is complete. Their sole obligation is to arrange for the care and burial of their loved one,
most often with the assistance of a Chevra Kadisha (Holy Society).

Pronouncement of death sets in motion a series of activities and rituals;  some for those present
in the room, some for those who will become mourners, and some for all others who hear news
of the death. Tradition includes accompanying the deceased between the time of death and the
burial. Shmirah, or guarding, has a religious basis in the Talmud wherein the soul is said to remain
near the body until the body is buried. Shmirah is practiced out of respect for the body and soul,
so that no individual is abandoned prior to burial. Preparing the body for burial traditionally includes
Taharah, the ritual washing, spiritual purification and dressing of the deceased, performed with
prayer and the utmost respect by members of the Chevra Kadisha. These ancient rituals are the
heart and soul of Kavod HaMet (see Taharah manual entries listed in the Supplemental Sources). 

Texts 10-14 examine some sources of the blessing we recite at hearing of death or other bad
news, and the specifically Jewish mindset that brings us to bless God for something that is often
a severe blow.  Recognizing in the context of our topic that ‘letting go’ and acceptance of life’s
end is an essential part of living, we are encouraged to see death as a natural process and part of life.

i
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text 10:
For thousands of years, on hearing of a death, Jews have been invoking a blessing. Those who
will become mourners, those affected by the death, and all those present at the death recite this
blessing in response to death and tragedy as soon as they know of it. The entire blessing, with
God’s name, is as follows: 

Blessed are You, Lord our God, King of the universe, the True Judge.  
Baruch atah adonai eloheynu melech ha’olam dayan Ha’emet. 

Others, including those who wish to comfort the persons in aninut, recite a shorter version of this
blessing. 

Blessed is the true judge.
Baruch dayan Ha’emet.

Where do these texts come from? Here is what seems to be the source in the Talmud.

For rain and other good tidings, one recites the special blessing: Blessed…Who is good and Who
does good. Even for bad tidings, one recites a special blessing: Blessed…the true Judge. Similarly,
when one built a new house or purchased new vessels, he recites: Blessed…Who has given us
life, sustained us, and brought us to this time. The Mishna articulates a general principle: One 
recites a blessing for the bad that befalls him just as he does for the good. In other words, one 
recites the appropriate blessing for the trouble that he is experiencing at present despite the fact
that it may conceal some positive element in the future. Similarly, one must recite a blessing
for the good that befalls him just as for the bad.
BT Berakhot 54a [Sefaria.org]

t
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We learned in the mishna: One is obligated to recite a blessing for the bad that befalls him just as
he recites a blessing for the good that befalls him. The Gemara asks: What does it mean that one
is obligated to recite a blessing for the bad just as for the good? If we say this means that just as
one recites a blessing for a positive event with the formula: Who is good and does good, so too
one recites a blessing for a calamity with the formula: Who is good and does good, didn’t we
learn in our Mishna that over good tidings one recites: Who is good and does good, while over
bad tidings one recites: Blessed…the true Judge? Rather, Rava said: The Mishna’s statement was
only necessary to instruct us to accept bad tidings with the same joy with which we accept good
tidings, not to instruct with regard to which blessing to recite.
BT Berakhot 60b [Sefaria.org]

text 11:
A(n) Conservative answer by Rabbi Dr. Michael Leo Samuel
“…As mentioned above, in Jewish tradition, upon hearing about the death of a loved one, it is
customary to to say this blessing. Obviously, it is not easy to acknowledge God in a time of death;
in fact, it’s probably much more natural to feel resentment toward God for taking a loved one
away – especially when the person who just died happens to be a young child or adult. Nevertheless,
the blessing teaches us on some psychological level to acknowledge that the binary opposites of
Creation, e.g., light and darkness, good and evil, suffering and prosperity — all serve a higher
purpose and contribute toward the overall welfare of the world. Were it not for death, the world
could not contain or sustain all of the world’s inhabitants; there would be food shortages, war, and
countless other social evils. Death is what we share with all that has ever lived.”
Excerpted from Jewish Values Online, www.JewishValuesOnline.org,

http://www.jewishvaluesonline.org/question.php?id=621

Overall © 2010-2017, Jewish Values Online; Specific answer © Rabbi Dr. Michael Leo Samuel 2010-2017

t
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text 12:

Blessed shall you be in the city and blessed shall you be in the country. 
Baruch atah ba’eir u’varuch atah ba’sadeh
Deuteronomy 28:3. [Sefaria.org]

text 13:

Rav Huna said that Rav said that Rabbi Meir said; and so it was taught in a baraita in the name
of Rabbi Akiva: One must always accustom oneself to say: Everything that God does, He does
for the best. 
Amar Rav Huna amar Rav mishum Ravi Me’ir (ve’kan tana me’shmeha de’Rav Akiva): Le’olam
yehey adam ragil lomed kol de’avid rachmana le’tov avid.
BT Berakhot 60b-61a

text 14:

And the Rabbis said: The proof is from here, as it is stated: “The Lord has given and the Lord
has taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord.” 
Rabanan omrei me’hacha “Adonai natan, v’Adonai lakach, yehi shem Adonai me’vorach.”
BT Berakhot 60b [Sefaria.org]

conversation texts 10-14:
• The recitation of the Dayan Ha’emet blessing is the first step in the 
journey of the bereaved to a new reality.  Is this hurting or helping? 
• What does it mean to offer a blessing when something that is
often seen as terrible happens? 

• Is God aware of our suffering? Does God suffer with us?
• How do we balance holding on, anger, betrayal, loss, and pain, when
weighed against acceptance and moving on?

t

t
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COMFORTING THE MOURNERS (AVEILIM) IN COMMUNITY

introduction
Immediately following burial, our focus shifts from Kavod HaMet (Honor/Respect of the Dead)
to Nichum Aveilim (comforting the Mourners). Those who have been in Aninut now enter the status
of Aveilut (Mourning), as Aveilim (mourners). Halachah and Minhag guide both the bereaved and
the community in this time of mourning and transition.

The consoling of mourners begins the moment the casket is covered with earth and the Mourner’s
Kaddish is recited. It is customary for those gathered to form two shurot (lines) in the cemetery
leading away from the gravesite, between which the mourners pass. The traditional words of
comfort in Text 13 remind us that many others have walked this path. 

These texts examine traditional words of comfort. What does it mean to offer and to receive
comfort? What might be very supportive to one person could be intrusive and painful to another.  

text 15:

May God comfort you (amongst) the [other] remaining mourners of Zion and Jerusalem.
Hamakom yinachem etchem b’toch sh’ar avelei Tzion vi’rushalayim

An alternate form of this salutation used in Sephardi liturgy and ritual is:
מן השמים תנוחמו

May you be comforted from heaven (apparently paraphrasing Isaiah 66:13).
Min ha’shamayim tenuchamu

These texts are presented in full in the Kitzur Shulchan Aruch (phrases in bold typeface).
מנהגינו לומר לאבלים ״תנוחמו מן השמים.״ ויש שמוסיפים ולא תוסיפו לדבה עוד.

 והאשכנזים נוהגים לומר ״המקום ינחם אתכם בתוך אבלי ציון וירושלים.״
שם סי׳ כו סע׳ ג

Kitzur Shulchan Aruch Yalkut Yosef 2:260:3 [Sefaria.org]

conversation text 15
• The word ‘HaMakom’ is used as a definite name referring to God, but is also literally translated
as ‘the place.’ What meaning might we derive from the words of Text 1 with those alternate
meanings in mind? 
• What are the similarities and differences in the two phrases? 

i
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t text 16:
אל מלא רחמים שוכן במרומים המצא מנוחה נכונה תחת כנפי השכינה במעלות קדושים

וטהורים כזהר הרקיע מזהירים לנשמות יקירינו וקדושינו שהלכו לעולמם: אנא בעל הרחמים
הסתירם בצל קנפיך לעולמים וצרר בצרור-החיים את נשמתם: ה׳ הוא נחלתם וינוחו בשלום

על משכבם ונאמר אמן:
God, full of mercy, who dwells in the heights, provide a sure rest under the wings of Shechinah,
among the pure and holy who cause splendid radiance as the skies above for the souls of our dear
ones [name(s)], and sanctify them who have gone to their eternal place. Respond, Master of mercy,
protect their souls in the shadow of your wings forever, and bind their souls with the bond of life.
The Eternal is their heritage, and they shall rest peacefully in their places of repose. Let us say,
Amen. 
Eyl Maley Rachamim prayer, traditional

conversation text 16:
• For whose benefit is this prayer recited?
• Both the Eyl Maley and the Mourners’ Kaddish are recited at the graveside.  How do they compare
and contrast? 
• What new concepts or imagery are introduced in this text?

text 17:
“The rabbis were critical of one who mourns too much too long. (BT Mo’ed Katan 27b) They said
that God Himself says of such a person, “Are you more compassionate than I am?” Maimonides
rules, “A person should not become excessively broken-hearted because of a person’s death, as it
says, ‘Do not weep for the dead nor bemoan him’ (Jer. 22:10). This means, ‘Do not weep excessively.’
For death is the way of the world, and one who grieves excessively at the way of the world is a
fool.” (Maimoniides, Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Avel 13:11) With rare exceptions, the outer limit of
grief in Jewish law is a year, not more.”
Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, Healing the trauma of loss (Chukat, Covenant & Conversation 5776 on Spirituality), Times

of Israel, July 14, 2016. [http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/healing-the-trauma-of-loss-chukat-covenant-conversation-5776-

on-spirituality/]

conversation text 17:
• Why would the Rabbis put a limit on mourning? 
• In this light, can one continue to grieve and remember even after mourning has ended? 
• How does your response to this text differ when you think about deaths at different stages of life? 
• In many instances today in the U.S., there appears to be a trend of limiting or eliminating  sitting
Shiva.  What might be reasons for this ? Does this text still seem relevant today, when people seem
to be limiting or eliminating the mourning period? 

?

t

?
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text 18:
“A Jew has died, but the Jews come together, grieve for the loss, support the bereaved, and 
remind one another that they and the rest of the Jews have survived.  ...Moreover, Jews do not
passively endure death and its aftermath but have evolved customs and traditions that imply that
they can transcend and dominate both.”
Samuel C. Heilman, When A Jew Dies, p 224

conversation text 18:
• How does this text relate to the core values of Kavod HaMet, and Nichum Aveilim? 
• What concepts do these texts present or indicate? Are these comforting? 
• How does the action of the community impact the bereaved? 
• How does supporting the bereaved impact or affect the community? 

t

?



FACILITATOR GUIDE, BIBLIOGRAPHY & REFLECTION

individual reflection
1. Jewish texts teach us that each soul arrives in the physical world with its own individualized
mission to accomplish. Although all Jewish people have the same 613 mitzvot to guide them,
each has his or her own set of challenges, and capabilities with which to accomplish this 
special mission. How do you define your mission? 

2. How do your independent projects relate to your mission?

note:
This module is very rich in text, questions, thoughts and discussion. The expectation is that you
will focus on a selection of texts, questions from the conversations, and suggested activities from
those presented.

session themes/essential questions
This lesson focuses on Jewish Nichum HaGoses - comforting the dying, Kavod HaMet -responding
at the moment of death, and Nichum Avelim - comforting mourners. This is by no means a 
comprehensive review of the topic, but a selection, a starting point for further learning and 
discussion. The full continuum of Jewish teachings, tradition, ritual, and practice encompasses
everything from visiting the sick to remembrance to Jewish views of the afterlife.  

The goal is to open the conversation, to offer a framework or scaffolding upon which to build as
the group examines this often-shunned, frequently taboo topic. Ideally, the participants will 
recognize that overcoming avoidance, denial, and the fear of discussion about death as a natural
aspect of life, will help them to define for themselves what it means to have a “good death,” and
more importantly, a “good life.” 

This topic will elicit a wide range of very personal responses from the participants. Some may
have firsthand experience with the loss of a loved one, and some may be contemplating their
own mortality.  It is easy for the discussion to veer off in unexpected directions and ways. 

11-Death and Loss  
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Notes on the ELI Video
This short video (in the mode of a Jewish “TED Talk”) introduces why someone who is living
Jewishly should also focus on dying Jewishly.  Our deeply rooted, richly layered traditions at the
end of life are ultimately respectful, loving and wise.  Every aspect of the shmirah, taharah, 
funeral ritual and liturgy (which is an entire module unto itself) is beautifully constructed to
allow us an opportunity to give and to receive Chesed Shel Emet, true loving kindness. When we
care for the dead and for the mourners, we are acting in God’s ways,  and our lives are enhanced,
both personally and communally. 

General Note on Text Sources
Where the source of a text is listed as [Sefaria.org], it is a text in the public domain. Sefaria 
recently added to their website the contents of the William Davidson Talmud; as well as the bulk
of the Shulchan Aruch and Kitzur Shulchan Aruch. In most instances that is the source of the 
version of texts and many translations used in this document. 

Notes on Text 1
This text is drawn from the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Shabbat, folio 153a. It describes a 
conversation based on a previous statement of Rabbi Eliezer ( in Pirke Avot, another part of the
Talmud). When his students questioned the practicality of his suggestion,  Rabbi Eliezer 
illuminates the difference between a sporadic activity and a mindful way of living.

Notes on Text 2
This text is drawn from a book of commentary. It describes the response of Rabbi Simhah Bunim
to his imminent death. It is a very brief statement, directed to his wife who is with him. This is
not the exchange of ‘last words’ we might expect between a husband and wife. It almost sounds
like a rebuke, rather than comforting her. We can easily imagine what we think her emotional
state may be, but it raises many questions about his feelings and thoughts. 

Notes on Text 3
This text gives us insight as to Jewish practices in the mid-1500’s. This text is the ‘go to’ for how
we view and treat a Jew who is dying. It is a code of law focused on actions, not feelings, and
provides a detailed list of what is allowed and what is prohibited. This text also implies in many
ways the work of the Chevrah Kadisha, which is largely based on compilations of halachah and
minhag (local custom).There are multiple ‘manuals’ and sets of instructions for how to do this
work and what to do. In the end, it is largely minhag that has taken on the force and effect of law.
(See the Supplemental Sources section for various modern manuals on Taharah, such as the ones
from Carlson, Goldberg, Kelman and Fendel, Light, Schlingenbaum, Vidaver, Kavod v’Nichum
website, Zohn website, etc.)  
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Notes on Texts 4-7
This grouping of readings talks about how we view a dying person, and what we should hope/pray
for. Text 5 in particular introduces the concept that there is a need to balance values. In the pull of
life, the fear of loss, and the natural order of all living things, the dying person and their loved ones
may be at odds.

Notes on Texts 8-9
Not commonly known is the Jewish tradition of a deathbed confession, called the Vidui (same name as
the confessional prayers said at Yom Kippur, as well as referenced in the nightly Bedtime Shema prayers,
recited daily). Presented here is a short version of the traditional text, and a modern interpretation.
Comparing these texts may be enlightening. There are both long versions of the Vidui, and a
Sephardic variation (all presented on the Vidui Variations website, cited in Supplemental Sources). 

Notes on Texts 10-14
These texts raise the question of how and why we are expected to bless God when we have experienced
something terrible. No matter what one’s personal vision of God is, these words encourage us to see
the death of our loved one and our own pain as threads in the tapestry of human history.

Notes on Text 15 
It may be of interest to point out that there is no direct source for this text. It appears to be a compilation
of different sources, with the first noted full citation of it reported as recited today in Shulchan
Aruch, Yoreh De’ah 393:3.  

Notes on Text 16
This is the Eyl Maley Rachamim. It is among the most familiar prayers, recited at funerals, during
Yizkor services, and on Yahrzeit observances. Unlike the Mourner’s Kaddish, this prayer mentions
the name of the deceased, does not require a minyan to recite, and can be recited at any time, anywhere,
by anyone. It can be read as comforting to both the living and the dead. 

Notes on Text 17
This text introduces a limitation on how long and how much one should mourn. Jewish ritual 
provides for and encourages a full expression of grief, within limits.  

Notes on Text 18
This may be used as a concluding text to pull together the thoughts of this entire lesson. An ancient
people, we are well accustomed to loss. Our strength as individuals and as a people lies in our ability
to acknowledge, mourn, and incorporate our losses in a new reality. 
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suggested activities
Introduction
Explain that the goal is to touch on and discuss a small number of texts that will introduce 
concepts and serve as the basis for further thought and discussion. Make clear that this is in no
way comprehensive, nor does it touch on many aspects or details of dying, death, or mourning. It
would require far more time than is allotted to cover the full range of materials.

If the facilities exist (an internet connection, a projector and screen, or other means to show and
hear the recorded video), have the participants watch the E.L.I. video by Dr. Slater (11 minutes).
Ask for any thoughts that it provokes or brings forth.  Then ask the participants to engage with
the texts and the conversations. 

The Dying (HaGoses)
Judaism has a strong predilection for categorizing things. We see this in the rules of Kashrut, for
example. Here, too, the inclination is to create an order, with those who are healthy in one group,
those who are ill (but expected to recover) in another, and those who have entered into the
process of dying in a third. It is the last group that our texts consider. 

Consider placing students in chevrutah (pl. chevrutot)  - pairs or small groups - to consider the
two sets of texts (1- 2;  3-5). Have them discuss each, and then have each group report to the 
entire class their conclusions about them.

Text 3 is particularly rich. You might choose to explore it in depth. It raises multiple questions
and issues around our topic.  Divide the participants into two groups, and have them debate the
two sides of the issues raised.

Responding at The Moment of Death (HaMet)
The primary focus at this moment remains on the person who has died. At the moment of death,
those who will become the mourners enter into the status of Aninut. They are exempt from all ritual
obligations (such as putting on tefillin), and many daily activities are suspended, as their primary
responsibility is to ensure the deceased is cared for and buried in a respectful and timely manner.

Text 8-12 can be read as a unit for discussion; again, you may choose to form chevrutot and have
the participants discuss the texts. After a time, bring them back together to share what each
chevrutah gleaned from the text.   
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Comforting The Mourner (Aveilim) in Community
After all have had time to read and contemplate texts 14 &15, set up a role play of a shiva visit. Have
a participant (or perhaps 2 or 3) take the role of the mourner(s), and one or more other participants
serve as comforters. Have all observe and take mental notes as the scene unfolds. 

In the first instance, the mourners are grieving for their aged parent who lived a long and full life,
and had warm and close ties to their family and community. After a time, stop the roleplay, and ask
for observations and feelings from all participants. 

Start again, perhaps changing those playing the roles, but this time, the mourners are grieving for a
young adult or older teen, tragically killed in an auto accident. Again, after a time, stop the roleplay
and ask for observations and feelings from all participants. 

Start again, with the mourners grieving someone with whom they had a difficult or complicated relationship,
someone from whom they were estranged, or with whom there may be unresolved conflict remaining.
Again, after a time, stop the roleplay and ask for observations and feelings from all participants.

Conclusion
Engage the participants in a conversation.  Ask them to identify and list the rituals and mitzvot 
included in this module. Write these rituals and mitzvot on a board or poster sheet along one side.
Correlate the listed items with their associated Jewish value(s). Discuss the chart created. 
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vocabulary 
Aninut - the status being one whose dead lies before them
Aveilut - the status of being a mourner 
Avel, Aveilim - mourner, mourners
Beit HaChayim - literally, house of life, often used as the term for the cemetery. 
Chevrah Kadisha - the ‘holy society’ that undertakes the rituals of preparing and guarding the
deceased, and, in some cases, is involved in comforting the dying as well as comforting the
mourners
Chesed Shel Emet -  acts of true loving kindness, performed with no expectation of repayment
Chevrutah, Chevrutot - study group, study groups
Choleh, Cholim - ill person, ill persons
Goses, HaGoses - a dying person
Halachah - Jewish law. 
Halvayat HaMet - accompanying the deceased; the custom of traveling at least a small distance
towards the gravesite with the deceased as a sign of respect and honor
Hesped - a eulogy contemplating the deceased
Kaddish Yatom - Mourners’ Kaddish
Kavod HaMet - honoring/respecting the dead
Keriah - the tearing or rending of a garment or cloth to signify the rip in the fabric of life with
the loss of the deceased
Kever - the grave
Matzevah - a gravestone, placed at the site of burial, most often within the first year of death,
usually containing information that identifies the deceased
Met, Metah - the dead person (m, f)
Minhag - custom. 
Minyan, Minyanim - the quorum (quora) of ten persons that are needed to make up a public
group for ritual purposes, Typically, a minyan is required for recitation of certain prayers. The
group that assembles to permit a mourner to recite Kaddish is often called a Shiva Minyan.
Minyanim is the plural. 
Nichum - comfort, comforting
Seu’dah havra’ah - the meal of consolation is a meal prepared for and provided to the mourners
following the funeral, a time when they are thought to be unable to deal with mundane tasks due
to grief, prepared and served by the members of the community. 
Sheloshim - thirty, referring to the first thirty days following the funeral, including the time of
the Shiva. This is the period of the most intense mourning, which then is understood to diminish
slightly. After Shiva, the mourner(s) begin to re-integrate into the world around them, returning
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to work and leaving the home. During Sheloshim, the mourners also begin to pick up the customary
tasks of life. For many, the conclusion of Sheloshim is seen as the end of the period of mourning, but there
is a custom that for certain relations the period of mourning is extended to eleven months (or a year). 
Shiva - seven, meaning the seven days of intense mourning that those in Aveilut traditionally 
observe. The mourners remain at home, and others come to visit them to offer comfort, and to join
them in prayer. 
Shmirah - the act of guarding
Shomer, Shomeret - a guard or guardian, one who sits with the body prior to the funeral
Shomrim, Shomrot - plural (m, f) of Shomer and Shomeret
Shurot - lines; refers to the lines formed at the cemetery to offer comfort to the mourners immediately
on the conclusion of the funeral. The typical configuration is two lines facing each other, between
which the mourners walk. 
Taharah - ritual washing and dressing for the purpose of purifying and elevating the deceased’s
body in preparation for burial
Tachrichim - burial outfit in which the deceased is clothed, today often designed to replicate the
clothing of the Kohen Gadol
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1. Jewish texts teach us that each soul arrives in the physical world with its own individualized
mission to accomplish. Although all Jewish people have the same 613 mitzvot to guide them,
each has his or her own set of challenges, and capabilities with which to accomplish this 
special mission. How do you define your mission? 

2. How do your independent projects relate to your mission?
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